One Man's Hands

Words by Dr. Alex Comfort
Music by Pete Seeger

One man's hands can't break a prison down, Two men's hands can't break a prison down, But if two & two & fifty make a million We'll see that day come 'round.

We'll see that day come 'round.

2. One man's voice can't shout to make them hear, Two men's, etc.
3. One man's feet can't walk around the land, Two men's .......
4. One man's eyes can't see the way ahead, Two men's eyes .......
5. One man's strength can't ban the atom bomb, Two men's .......
6. " " " " break the colour bar, ..............
7. " " " " make the Union roll, ..............

(and so on, for as many good causes as time permits)

© Fall River Music Inc.
New York 19, N.Y. (Used by permission)
It was a cold and windy Saturday we met at Duffy Square

Students, workers, families, young & old assembling there To

march and to demonstrate with silence and with song To let

President Kennedy know his A-Bomb tests are wrong (Cho) March

on, / March on, / See our numbers growing strong /

BAN THE BOMB! BAN THE BOMB!

We will march by the thousands, then many thousands more,
Until we ban the Atom Bomb and put an end to war. (end Cho.)

(Note: tune of 3rd and 4th lines of chorus same as 3rd and 4th lines of verses.)
At Father Duffy's statue our line began to form
At first a scattered handful, who were a throng
Before the captains of our line had led us around the square
There were five thousand people already marching there.

Our banners told our story as we marched side by side
World Peace our only safety, there is no place to hide
And signs held high by little hands as the children moved along
Said please let us grow up to have children of our own. (CHO.)

The storm clouds were gathering above us all around
But a greater storm was threatening down here on the ground
Massed police on foot and horseback, clubs ready in their hand,
When a few young marchers sat in the street, the police attack began. (CHO.)

Mothers with their babies were knocked into the street
And men pulled children from beneath the charging horses' feet.
There was brave Julian Beck, the kindliest sort of man,
He was beaten without mercy and thrown into a van. (CHC.)

Father Francis Duffy, chaplain in the infantry
In that war to make the world safe for democracy
Oh, tell me, Father Duffy, did you ever see
Americans in uniform use such brutality.

The crowd was stunned, and then there rose a mighty cry of "Shame"
Wagner, Arm and Murphy, you must share the blame
We pledged allegiance to our flag, and vowed as we stood there
To meet in tenfold numbers next time by Duffy Square. (CHO.)
THE BIRCH SOCIETY - by Malvina Reynolds © by author 1962

(Song begins and ends with chorus - tune for verses: Oh, Susanna)

Chorus: G C G D7

Oh California, you're simply great - You're a lovely and productive state - You grow berries, you grow beans, You grow cantaloupes and greens; You grow fruit juice by the quart, you grow nuts of every sort - You grow every kind of bush & tree - And you also grow the Birch Society.

There's a crop of types around our state, you see them here & there They gather up in bunches, and their clamor fills the air They're afraid of nearly everything that's for the general good They holler "Red" if something's said for peace & brotherhood.

They bellow "Revolution" at things they do not like Like income tax and housing and when workers go on strike They drive inquiry from the schools, discussion is a sin The teachers hide their textbooks when the Birch comes marching in.

Every one is subversive who dares to disagree And that means everybody but the Birch Society They flail their charges all around at everything that comes They're so afraid of violence that now they're throwing bombs.

They're found in Arizona and almost everywhere But out in California we've got more than our share The crops we grow are dandy, but one of them's a pest It's crowding out the freedom of the nation and the West.

(Last chorus "Oh, California, etc, except last 2 lines which change to)

-- But you better grow a bumper crop of true democracy And that'll be the finish of the Birch Society.
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1. "We Gather Together"

We gather together to sing out for Freedom
To join with each other to make our love known.
No dark inquisition can sway our disposition,
For home is where the heart is -- we welcome our own.

The sons and daughters of Freedom assemble
We come to reclaim the rights which are ours.
We make no concession to tyranny's oppression,
Our faith is in the people and their sov'reign pow'rs.

So let us rejoice in the faith of our Fathers,
Who dared to conceive a land of the free,
Whose proud declaration brought forth a brave new nation.
We pledge our hearts and hands, that this country will be --

---- ever be free!

(Tune: Netherlands Folksong, also used for the hymn "Kremser.")

2. "Wake Up! Wake Up!"

Wake up, wake up, darlin' Corey!
What makes you sleep so sound?
The atomic fallout's a-comin',
Gonna burn for miles around.

Dig a hole, dig a hole, darlin' Corey
Dig a hole deep in the ground!
There's nothin' that will harm you,
If the bombs start tunbalin' down.

Well, the first time I saw darlin' Corey
She was diggin' a great big hole,
The next time I saw my darlin',
She said, "Damned, if I'll live like a mole!"

Now Corey's awake and a'walkin',

Wake up, wake up, all you people!
She's joined a Peace Crusade.
Wake up and take your place!
She's a-lookin' for a shelter,
Put an end to atom-bomb testin',
To bury the bombs that were made. Or the bombs will end our race!

---- 0 -----

(The tune, of course, is the familiar banjo piece. We suggest that
this might be a good song to which you can make up additional verses
of your own. "The next time I seen darlin' Corey, She was picket-
ing the U.N....", or "Marching in Times Square." Might even switch
on to other subjects, "She was leaving on a Freedom Ride..., etc.
No place she couldn't go once she got started.)
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PLAIN BILL BROWN

words: Ernest Marrs
music: "The Young Man Who Wouldn’t Hoe Corn."
© 1962, Ernest Marrs.

Bill Brown was born at half-past two, The doctor said
that he was blue; He doubled up his little fist, But the
doctor put him on that list.

The years went by, and he started school
Where segregation was the rule,
As soon as Bill came into sight,
They put him on the list as white.

He went to work to earn a buck,
The pay was poor, the job was struck.
The boss declared, "I've had my fill,"
And on the blacklist went young Bill.

Jobless Bill sang to the skies,
"Workers of the world, arise!"
They said he was a Communist,
And put him on another list.

He's gone and left his old home town
This red-white-and-blue, black-and-blue
Bill Brown.
Yet, wherever he may be,
He's just plain Bill Brown to me.
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